Abstract. We investigate the second Dirac eigenvalue on Riemannian manifolds admitting a Killing spinor. In small dimensions the whole Dirac spectrum depends on special eigenvalues on functions and 1-forms. We compute and discuss the formulas in dimension n = 7.
Introduction
Let (M n , g) be a compact Riemannian spin manifold admitting a Killing spinor ψ,
The M n is an Einstein space with non-negative scalar curvature R ≥ 0 and
R is the smallest eigenvalues of the square of the Riemannian Dirac operator D, see [6] . The question whether or not one can estimate the next eigenvalue µ 2 (D 2 ) has not yet been investigated for Dirac operators. Remark that in case of the Laplacian acting on functions of an Einstein space M n = S n , there are lower estimates for small eigenvalues depending on the minimum of the sectional curvature, see [18] , [19] .
The Killing spinor of M n allows us to construct out of it other spinor fields. We can use, for example, test spinors ψ * = f · ψ + c · df · ψ, where f is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator. In this way we obtain an upper bound depending on the first positive eigenvalue λ 0 1 of the Laplace operator on functions. A more difficult question is to find lower bounds for µ 2 (D 2 ) on Riemannian spin manifolds with Killing spinors. We study the problem comparing the Dirac spectrum with the Laplace spectrum on functions and 1-forms. In more details we will discuss the question in dimension 7 and remark that this method should work in dimensions n = 5 (5-dimensional SasakiEinstein manifolds) and n = 6 (nearly Kähler manifolds), too. In dimension n = 3 a similar question has been discussed recently by E.C. Kim, see [15] .
Estimates for µ 2 (D 2 ) in arbitrary dimension
Consider an eigenspinor ψ * of the Dirac operator
being L 2 -orthogonal to the Killing spinor ψ. Moreover, suppose that the function f := ψ , ψ * is not identically zero. A direct computation yield the formula
Thus we obtain the estimate
or, respectively,
1 f , then the two numbers m := − a ± λ 0 1 + a 2 (1 − n) 2 are eigenvalues of the Dirac operator. The corresponding eigenspinor is given by the formula
Remark 2.1. If M n = S n is not isometric to the sphere, then the Lichnerowicz-Obata theorem estimates λ 0 1 , λ
Therefore our lower bound
is greater then the smallest eigenvalue of the Dirac operator. Let us summarize the result.
Theorem 2.1. Let M n = S n be a compact Riemannian spin manifold with a Killing spinor ψ, ∇ X ψ = a · X · ψ. Then the first eigenvalue of the square D 2 of the Dirac operator equals µ 1 (D 2 ) = a 2 n 2 . The numbers
are eigenvalues of D 2 , too. The second eigenvalue can be estimated by
Finally, if
is any "small" eigenvalue and ψ * the eigenspinor, then the inner product ψ , ψ * vanishes identically.
Spinor fields ψ * = η · ψ given as the Clifford product of the Killing spinor ψ by a 1-form η satisfy automatically the condition ψ , ψ * = 0. We compute the Dirac operator,
A first application of the formula is the following 
Proof. The 1-form η is coclosed, δη = 0, and the formula for the Lie derivative
see [4] , yields the result.
More generally, suppose that ψ * is an eigenspinor. The eigenvalue equation
The latter equation implies that the 1-form has to be coclosed and an eigenform of the Hodge-Laplace operator ∆ 1 . Indeed, we have Lemma 2.1. Let η be a 1-form and 0 = c a constant such that
holds. Then the 1-form is a divergence-free eigenform of ∆ 1 ,
Furthermore, the conditions δη = 0 and dη · ψ = 0 imply ∆ 1 (η) = 0 (the case of c = 0).
Proof. Fix an orthonormal frame e 1 , . . . , e n on M n . Differentiate the equation for η again, use the Killing equation for ψ and contract via the Clifford multiplication. Then we obtain
The algebraic relations in the Clifford algebra
as well as the well known formulas
Inserting the latter formulas we obtain
We multiply by the spinor ψ and obtain c δη |ψ| 2 = 0 , i.e. the 1-form η is coclosed, δη = 0. Finally we use again the equation we started with, dη
This is a Clifford product of a 1-form by a spinor. Consequently, the 1-form has to be trivial and the result follows.
Let us introduce the eigenvalues 0 < Λ 1 < Λ 2 < . . . as numbers such that the problem
has a non-trivial solution. In general, if η is 1-form on an n-dimensional manifold, then
holds (see [10] , page 270). Consider a coclosed eigenform ∆ 1 (η) = Λ η, δη = 0 on an Einstein space. Then the latter inequality as well as the Weitzenböck formula for 1-forms imply the estimate
The existence of a non-trivial solution of the equation (c · η + dη) · ψ = 0 implies the inequality
The latter inequality estimates the absolute value of c,
Inserting m = (n − 2)a − c, we obtain
We summarize the result of the previous discussion. 
In this case the 1-form η is a coclosed eigenform of the Laplace operator, and the eigenvalue can be estimated by
Since in dimension seven any real spinor field ψ * being orthogonal to the Killing spinor ψ is defined by a unique 1-form η, we are able to estimate the second eigenvalue of D 2 on 7-dimensional manifolds M 7 with Killing spinors. However, it may happen that M 7 admits more than only one Killing spinor. Consequently, we have to investigate the equation (n − 2)a − m η + dη · ψ = 0 for the 1-form η in more detail.
Example 2.1. Let M 5 = S 5 be a Einstein-Sasaki manifold of dimension five. Then a = ±1/2 and M 5 admits exactly one (±1/2)-Killing spinor. We obtain
If the dimension of the isometry group is at least two, then there exists a Killing vector field X preserving the Killing spinor. The spinor field ψ * := X · ψ solves the Dirac equation with eigenvalue m = 7/2 and we obtain the upper bound
The first Laplace eigenvalue λ 0 1 ≥ 5 has been computed for special families, see [11] and [14] . There are examples with a 2-dimensional isometry group and
3. The Dirac spectrum of a nearly parallel G 2 -manifold A 7-dimensional, simply-connected Riemannian spin manifold admits a Killing spinor if and only if there is a (nearly)-parallel G 2 -structure ω 3 in the sense of [5] ,
The 3-form ω 3 is defined by the spinor in a unique way, see [9] . If a = 0, then M 7 has a parallel G 2 -structure and compact examples are known, see [13] . If a = 0 and M 7 = S 7 , then there are three types. Indeed, denote by m a the dimension of the space of all Killing spinors. Then 1 ≤ m a ≤ 3, m −a = 0 and M 7 is either a 3-Sasakian manifold (m a = 3), a Sasaki-Einstein manifold (m a = 2) or a proper nearly parallel manifold (m a = 1), see [7] , [8] . Compact examples for any type are known, see [3] , [9] .
The first positive eigenvalue of the Laplace operator is bounded by (a = 0)
and equality occurs if and only of M 7 is isometric to the sphere S 7 (Lichnerowicz-Obata theorem). The further invariants we need are the numbers 
This set is contained in the spectrum of the Laplace operator on 1-forms. Moreover, we have Λ i ≤ λ 1 i,± . Remark 3.1. The equation 4 a ± √ 16a 2 + λ η = − * dη ∧ * ω 3 implies δη = 0 and ∆ 1 (η) = λ η. Indeed, since d * ω 3 = 0 we obtain
If a = 0 and λ 1 1,± = 0, then the Ricci flat manifold M 7 admits a parallel vector field, in particular b 1 (M 7 ) > 0 holds. Consequently, for simply-connected, compact and parallel G 2 -manifolds, the numbers λ 1 i,± > 0 are positive.
We formulate the main result of the section. Theorem 3.1. Let (M 7 , g) be a compact Riemannian spin manifold with a Killing spinor. Then the spectrum of the Dirac operator consist of (−7 a) and the following sequences:
a − 16 a 2 + λ 1 i,+ , and a + 16 a 2 + λ 1 i,− , i = 1 , 2 , . . . .
The formulas simplify in case of a parallel G 2 -structure (a = 0).
Proof. The 7-dimensional spin representation is real. Therefore, we consider real spinor fields. The Killing spinor ψ has constant length one,
It defines in a unique way a generic 3-form ω 3 and the Killing equation as well as the link between ψ and ω 3 reads as
for details see [9] . M 7 is an Einstein space,
A purely algebraic computation in the 7-dimensional spin representation yields the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let η be a 1-form, σ a 2-form and c ∈ R 1 a real number. Then
is equivalent to η = − * σ ∧ * ω 3 and c = 0 .
Any real spinor field ψ * is given by a pair (f, η) of a real-valued function f and a 1-form η,
The eigenvalue equation D(ψ * ) = m ψ * is equivalent to
By the algebraic Lemma 3.1, the Dirac equation reads now as
Moreover, we know that m 2 ≥ 49a 2 holds, see [6] . We differentiate this system of first order partial differential equations again and we obtain the necessary condition
i.e. the function f is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator.
Let us first discuss the case m = − 7a. Then f is constant and the eigenspace E −7a (D) of the Dirac operator coincides with the space of all Killing spinors with Killing number a, see [6] . This space becomes isomorphic to 
The latter equations describe the solutions of the Dirac equation for f ≡ 0.
Let us summarize the result. The eigenspace E m (D) consist of all pairs
where f ≡ 0 or f is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator 
admits a non-trivial solution. Corollary 3.2. If M 7 admits exactly one Killing spinor (m a = 1, a > 0), then λ 0 1 > 28a 2 , λ 1 1,+ > 48a 2 , and 
Proof. Denote by X the Killing vector field. Since the Killing spinor ψ is unique, we obtain
(see [4] ). Then the spinor field ψ * := X · ψ is an eigenspinor, D 2 (ψ * ) = 81a 2 ψ * . [8] , [9] .
The 7-dimensional Sasaki-Einstein case
A simply-connected Sasaki-Einstein manifold M 7 = S 7 admits at least two Killing spinors with Killing number a = 1/2, see [8] . The scalar curvature equals R = 42 and and λ 0 1 > 7. The second Killing spinor ψ * = η · ψ is given by a 1-form η satisfying the equation
and we obtain 
i.e. a Killing vector field (see [16] 
Example 4.1. Let us discuss the case of 3-Sasakian manifolds (see [12] , [3] ). The isometry group is at least 3-dimensional. Moreover, there exists a spinor field ψ 0 = η 1 ·ψ such that
holds, see [1] and [17] . This spinor satisfies even a stronger equation, namely
The numbers λ 1 1,+ = λ 1 1,− = 12 coincide. The solutions of the equations
, and 6 η = − * (dη ∧ * ω 3 )
can be seen directly. Indeed, consider the three contact structures η 1 , η 2 , η 3 of the 3-Sasakian manifold. Then
and
is one of the associated nearly parallel G 2 -structures (see [1] ). A purely algebraic computation yields the relations
Let us consider the regular case. The contact structure induces a SO(2)-action and the orbit space X 6 := M 7 /SO(2) is a 6-dimensional Kähler-Einstein orbifold with scalar curvatureR = 48, see [8] , [3] . The projection π : M 7 → X 6 is a Riemannian submersion with a totally geodesic fiber and commutes with the Laplacian ∆ 0 on functions. Suppose that there exists an invariant eigenfunction. It projects to an eigenfunction of ∆ 0 on the orbifold X 6 . Consequently, the corresponding eigenvalue (not the multiplicity) of M 7 and X 6 coincides, λ
In this case we can apply an estimate proved by A. Lichnerowicz for λ 0 1 of a smooth Kähler-Einstein manifold (see [2] , page 84) 
